NOTE SAC, NEW YORK:

For your information, referenced teletype from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) requested information concerning the subject who is reported by CIA to be the new Chief of SIM. CIA advised that subject is former military aide to Generalissimo Trujillo but that the files of CIA contain no other information on subject. (u)

NOTE:

This letter is being classified "Secret" since unauthorized disclosure of the data contained herein could possibly result in exposing the identity of our source (who has good double agent potential). The source of the information in our letter is Miguel Antonio Sánchez Ramos, a defected SIM agent who has been furnishing us with voluminous valuable intelligence information since his defection 11/28/60. This is but one example of the value of the information he has provided, it being noted that CIA in incoming teletype has admitted that the files of that Agency contain no information on the subject who has reportedly been appointed to the high important position of Chief of SIM. (u)